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Information Circular 06-102 
Date: August 8, 2006 
To: Member Firm FBW Users 
From: Trading Operations 
RE: Floor Broker Workstation (FBW) Enhancements 
 
Beginning August 9, 2006, a new version of the Floor Broker Workstation will be rolled out to the 
floor.  This version will provide an Automated Improvement Mechanism (AIM) ticket for processing 
the facilitation and solicitation of orders.   The AIM ticket allows the buy and sell side of an order to 
be sent together as a single paired order for exposure to a brief electronic auction.   
 
For more information on AIM, please see RG06-38, RG06-29 and Rule 6.74A. 
 
Questions regarding this circular may be directed to the Help Desk at 786-7100 or Monica Wiedlin-
Torres at 786-7368. 
 
Functionality of new FBW AIM ticket: 
 
To open the AIM ticket, right-click on a Bid or Ask price in the markets window and select “AIM 
Ticket” from the list or click on the letter <A> on the markets window tool bar.  An originating buy 
order will result in a sell contra and vice versa. 
 
The color of the ticket follows the standard color scheme for all order types.  The top of the ticket, 
or original order, and the bottom, or contra order, will each appear in the color specific to its order 
type.  
 
The quantity of the contra defaults to that of the originating order and cannot be changed.  The limit 
price on the contra defaults to the price on the originating order.  Keep in mind, however, AIM 
requires that for orders of 49 contracts or less, the NBBO must be improved by at least a penny.   
The contra ticket has an “Auto match” button, which will allow the contra to match the best 
price(s)/size established by other auction participants.  If the Auto match button is not selected the 
price of the contra may be changed.   
 
To submit to the CBOE AIM process, “CBOE” must be specified in the DEST field.  The paired 
order will then be exposed to a brief electronic auction.   AIM orders cannot be forced by the user 
to a PAR, crowd, or printer destination.  If, for any reason, AIM processing is unavailable, the 
“contra” side of the paired order will be cancelled and the “original” side will be processed as a 
simple non-AIM order (i.e., auto-exed, booked, etc.).   
 
Additional features of the FBW version: 
 
In addition to the AIM ticket, this FBW version provides two additional features:  A method for 
creating and managing, unique screen layouts and a lock/unlock feature on the order ticket.  
Training on the use of these features will be available for all FBW users. 
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